
Random Signals and Filtering (2OL200135)

Final Exam (with 4 questions)

Thursday 141 041 2016, 13:45 - 1.6:45

-r

Full Marks: 30
Instructor: P. K. Mandal

Formulate your answers clearly and present them in a well-structured manner.

1. Prove that the intersection of two o-fields is again a o-field. t4)

2. Recall the (semi-)measure theoretic definition of conditional expectation:

For an integrable r.v. X, i.e., E(lXl) ( oo, E(XIY) is defined to be the function à(Y)
where à : R. -+ IR is (Borel) measurable and satisfies

Elh(Y) s(Y)) : Elx s(Y)l for all bounded mesurable function s : IR -+ IR.

To determine the function ft,(.) in the definition above one often resorts to the non-measure
theoretic definition of conditional probability distribution.

(a). Consider squaÍe integrable r.v.s U, V and W, where U is independent of V and W.
Show from the (measure theoretic) definition that E(U VIW) : E(U) E(VIW). t3]

(b.) Consider the following nonlinear system: for k ) 0,

X*+t

Yx

: Xk\M
: ffivr,

where the initial state X6, and for k > 0, the noises W*, Vx are all Uniform(0,1).
Furthermore, Xo, {W*}, and {I/6} are mutually independent and the noise sequences

{W6} and {I/6} are white.

(i) Determine E(X6 lfs).
(ii) Determine E(X1 lY6).

t3l

12)

3(a.) What is meant by linear innovations corresponding to à sequence of measurements
Yo,Y,...,Yr? Show that linear innovations are uncorrelated. t3]

(b.) Obtain the first two innovations for the following nonlinear system: for k 2 0, t3]

X*+t : Xl+Wx
Yp : Xn*Vx,

where the initial state X6, and for lí > 0, the noises Wx, Vx are all I/(0, 1). F\rrther-
more? Xo, {Wn}, and {I/6} are mutually independent and the noise sequences {trUr}
and {V1"} are white.



4' Recall that in a particle filter algoqithrn:at time fr, z[ is drawn frorp B,propoBalfiryportance
density r(r7,; ti-r, a*) and subsequently the weights are updated. tt e *eigt t'update step
involves the calculation of the unnormalized weights:

,Í,,* : ,ï_.P(a*lril p@LlrL-r),-@a_,,ií-'
(a.) Show that this equation becomes frL: wL_rp(yklrL_L) when one uses the ,,optimal

importance density,' , i.e., r(x1,;rx: jUt) :-O6ri;;_;,;; p]

In general, it is not easy to determine the optimal importance density p(rxlr*_t,a*).
Neither is it easy to draw samples from it. However, ii is possible to do so when the
measurement equation is linear_Gaussian.

consider again the (real-varued) nonrinear system in question 3(b).

(b') Argue that given xk-t :27,-1, the (conditionar) joint distribution of. x1,
Gaussian and determine it completely.

(c.) Determine p(rplyp,z6_1) using the following fact.

If x and Y arc random vectors distributed jointly as Gaussian, then
distribution of x given y : a is Gaussian with mean and cova.riance
respectively by

p@) : E(X) * Cov(X, y) Cov(y)-t @ - E(y))
»(y) : Cov(X) - Cov(X, f) Cov(),)-r Cov([X).

(d') Give the pseudo code for a generic-iteration step of the particle filter, i.e., how to
obtain (r,x,r)L, from (r[_r, ,L)L, and the rrrl**"*"nt a*. t5]
Assume that you have access to a command norupdf (x,n, s) allowing you to evaluate
the normal pdf (with mean m and variance s2) at ptirt * and the .o*-rra randn(n, s)
to generate a sample from it.

and Y7, is

i3l

{21

the conditional
(matrix), given


